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This will be my last post as your association pres-
ident. As many of you know, my wife (Sandy 
McKellar) and I have moved from our floating home 
to the land! We do have a small bit of ocean front, 
and even a little water lot that allows us to have a 
dock, but we are no longer floaties. As such, I felt it 
was appropriate for someone else to take over my 

posistion on the board. 

For an update on the issues your board has been working on, please visit 
the AGM page of our website and read though the draft minutes. 

I’d like to thank you for your support over the years. It’s been my honour 
to serve on the board and as your president and I wish the association 
well in successfully representing and safeguarding this lifestyle into the 
future (and beyond)!  

Kelly McCloskey

President’s Report
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Annual General Meeting 2022 Overview 
We held a very well attended in-person Annual General Meeting this year, hosted by the Struckoff family’s 
Westham Island Marina. The venue was an historic (and working) netshed at the marina. A crew of floating 
home volunteers from Westham Island worked hard to set up everything for the meeting, including putting on 
an impressive spread of food and refreshments for the social. 

We were pleased to be joined by the MLA for Delta South, Ian Paton as well as the General Manager for the City 
of Delta, Shawn McGill. Both made short welcome presentations at the start of the meeting, demonstrating their 
familiarity with the issues faced by our membership and support fir finding solutions. 

As in previous years, we also had guest presentations, this year from two members of our board, Mark Wittig 
and Matt Tobias. A summary of their presentations can be found at the end of the newsletter. 

Westham Island Netshed

Delta City Manager, Shawn McGill

Annual General Meeting

Delta South MLA, Ian Paton
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Leo Stradiotti, President
River Road, Ladner, BC

Mark Wittig, Board Member
Willows Reach Marina, 

Richmond, BC

Sandy McKellar, Secretary
Ladysmith, BC

Ron Read, Board Member
Fisherman’s Wharf Village, 

Victoria, BC

Jane Fee, Treasurer
Westham Island Marina, Ladner, BC

Frank Archer, Vice President
Ladner Reach Marina, Ladner, BC

Barb Howe, Board Member
Queensgate Marina, 
New Westminster, BC

Matt Tobias, Board Member
International Marine Floatation 

Systems (IMFS), Delta, BC

FHA Board of Directors
At the AGM in May, four members were nominated and elected to serve on the board along side an 
additional four directors with one year left in their terms. At the first business meeting of the board, the 
executive roles were determined. Below please see your board and executive. 

Join us at the 2023 AGM 
We are pleased to announce that next year’s Annual General 
Meeting wil be held in Victoria, BC. We are still working on the 
meeting specifics, but anticipate hosting it in May. Details will 
be announced on our website in the new year!
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Dorothy Leighton: Floating Home Champion Award
The Floating Homes Champion Award—initiated in 2017—recognizes individuals or organizations who have been 
significant advocates for, and have advanced the mission of the association—which is to promote and protect 
the sustainability of floating homes, our communities and our lifestyle. 

As you will recall, our first five recipients were: 

2017 Vicki Huntington, MLA Delta South—for her more than two-decades of political advocacy on our 
association and lifestyle.

2018 Frank Archer (current FHA Vice President)—for his founding efforts and more than 3-decades of 
volunteerism.

2019 Kelly Fishbrook (RBC)—for his two decades of support, fighting many of our financing and mortgage 
battles for us.

2020 Michael Owen (Ladner Reach Marina) and David Messier (Maple Bay Marina)—both floating home 
pioneers and advocates for the sector in their communities.

For the 2021/22 year, the 6th recipient of our highest award goes to another floating home pioneer and advo-
cate, this time in Richmond’s Annacis Channel—Dorothy Leighton. Although the Board bestowed the award on 
Dorothy several months ago, tragically, she died two weeks before the AGM from the long-term effects of Covid, 
something she caught very early in the pandemic. 

Celebrating Dorothy: Until recently Dorothy was a 
co-owner of Highwater Marina in Annacis Channel, 
having bought land along the shore in the early 
1980’s, and lived there most of her life. Dorothy 
worked tirelessly on behalf of owners and inhabitants 
of residential marinas. All you have to do is Google 
her name + Floating Homes and you can find ample 
evidence of her ability to be a thorn in the side of 
Richmond politicians and Port Authority employees. 
She was instrumental in establishing the Community 
Residential Waterlot Users Association—serving as 
its inaugural President—successfully pushing back 
on the astronomical rate increases proposed by the 
Port in 1996 and again in 2012. Quite recently, with 
an equitable method of determining marina water 
lot rents in place, Dorothy agreed to donate the 
residue of the Waterlot Users Association monies to 
the Floating Home Association — for continuation of 
our advocacy work.

Dorothy was recognized and congratulated at the recent AGM—posthumously—as this year’s recipient of the 
Floating Homes Champion Award.

In lieu of an award, the association made a donation to the War Amps of Canada in Dorothy’s honour.
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Membership History

Year Paid Members
2016 51
2017 72
2018 79
2019 77
2020 64 
2021 87
2022 106

In 2022 84% of memberships were 
paid on-line.

Location of Members 2022
Canoe Pass Village, Delta 14
Coal Harbour Marina, Vancouver 0
Cowichan Bay Marina, Cowichan Bay 0
Fisherman’s Wharf Village, Victoria 5
Floatville Marina, Richmond 0
Freedom Cove, Tofino 0
Grant’s Landing, Langley 1
Genoa Bay Marina, Duncan 0
Granville Island Sea Village, Vancouver 0
Independent or undeclared 13
Ladner Reach Marina, Delta 15
Lynnwood Marina, North Vancouver 0
Maple Bay Marina, Duncan 0
Marina WesDel, Delta 5
Mosquito Creek, North Vancouver 3
Port Guichon Strata, Delta 5
Queensgate Marina, New Westminster 8
Richmond Marina, Richmond 1
Riversbend, Richmond 4
Smitty’s Marina, Gibsons 1
West Bay Marina, Esquimalt 1
Westham Island, Delta 11
Willows Reach (Highwater), Richmond 2
Marina Owners 3
Service or Business 2
Other (on land)   8

Numbers current as of July, 2022

New vs. Returning
Total New Members: 42

Total Renewals: 64

Membership Update
Sandy reported on the membership numbers at the AGM. Below are updated numbers to July 5, 2022 showing 
the total number of members and where they are located. Please note that not all members declare their loca-
tion and for that reason the numbers in the locations list do not add up to the total paid members. 
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Matt Tobias and Mark Wittig gave a panel presentation at our AGM to show us what’s new in the world of 
floating home construction and renovation. They are both long time FHA members and were elected to 
the Board of Directors in 2021. Their connection to the construction and renovation of homes and  floating 
homes, goes back decades.

Matt Tobias is an experienced project manager who has spent 30 years in the residential and commercial 
building sector. He has worked with marinas, floating homes (in Seattle and Vancouver), aquaculture build-
ings, yacht shelters, floating walkways and roads. He brings incredible knowledge to the association. Matt 
has been with International Marine Floatation Systems (IMFS) since 1999 – where he is a Director. IMFS 
was founded in 1981 by Dan Wittenberg with a focus on innovative water and waterfront development 
throughout the Pacific Northwest. They built Canoe Pass Village in 1985 – the first legalized Floating Home 
Community in BC. 

We’re doing many beautiful floating homes. I’ll show you some of our work and talk about the business of 
float home building. We build our homes west of the Alex Fraser Bridge on the river. We build home foun-
dations right in our lot. The concrete is all cast there and then the building or house gets built right on top 

of the foundation. Once everything is complete, including the installation of the appliances, we launch the 
home by way of a side launch from our pier. It’s quite an event the day of a home launch, many of the owners 
who are here today can attest to that scary moment for sure. You can imagine the owner standing on the 
shore watching the house dip into the water. 

We also build homes for the Seattle market. We are able to tow the homes to Seattle once they are built—
it’s about a 30-hour tow down to Seattle. Portage Bay and Lake Union in Seattle are lake communities. Lake 

Floating Home Building and Renovations
By Matt Tobias and Mark Wittig
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living is quite a bit different from the river, you don’t hear about dredging issues. We get a lot of calls for base-
ment homes. These are a concrete floating box, with a house sitting on top of it. The pictures show a poured 
foundation, you can see the house getting framed up, and all the utilities getting embedded into the foam. 
We did one Seattle home that some of you from WesDel may recognize before it got finished. This was for a 
gentleman who used to work for Microsoft. And that’s one of the first basement homes that we did. We actu-
ally put a port hole in, so you can view the water (but there wasn’t much to see!). 

We built Barb’s Fish and Chips in Fisherman’s Wharf. We do some work for BC Ferries. We work up the coast 
too, and often on large commercial structures. We’re really not building that many floating homes anymore, 
maybe one or two a year, if that. We’d like to build more. We have hundreds of people who call us. Every week 
I get a call from someone saying, “I’d like to be in a floating home”, and my next question is, do you have a 
place to go? And they say no. We can build them, that‘s the easy part, but where are they going to go? There 
are hundreds of people who want to live in a floating home, your lifestyle is definitely in demand, I think 
there’s a huge future. Seventy per cent of the earth’s surface is water. And like Dan Wittenburg said, water is 
really another form of real estate, we just have to learn how to use it. 

Mark Wittig is the owner of Basil Restoration Ltd., an award winning leader in heritage restorations and 
complex renovations for over 30 years. His success has been built on customer relationships, trust, trans-
parency, and communication. After completing a number of successful floating home renovations, Mark 
purchased Highwater Marina in East Richmond in 2019. Renamed Willows Reach Marina—Mark lives on site 
in his own floating home, and has moved his business headquarters to the upland. Mark is passionate about 
building and brings a wealth of knowledge and experience in codes, bylaws, structures and now, running a 
floating home marina. 

I am a newbie to working on float homes. I bought my first float home in 2017. Until 
then, my company did mainly renovations, a lot of big renovations. This is a house 
that appears like it’s floating, it’s actually up on stilts, and we’re building a huge foun-
dation underneath it. It’s a log cabin that we are in the process of doing a significant, 
very modern renovation to. 

We got into float homes and moved into a marina. I bought a float home in Seattle 
and bought my marina from Dorothy Leighton and her partners. When we purchased 
the marina we noticed that one of the houses was gone. Unfortunately, it had flipped 
over before we took possession. They had removed the debris but left the barge 
upsidedown floating in the marina. Dorothy said, you might want to keep that for 
something! We built a greenhouse on it for my girlfriend Judy and her orchid busi-
ness. It’s going well, floating fine. We watch it every day to make sure it doesn’t sink 
because I have no idea what kind of floatation is underneath that old barge. We have 
stuff floating up all the time. A pair of scissors just showed up the other day! 
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We now renovate float homes as part of our business and today I will share some of the important things to 
look at when you are renovating your home. 

As an example, I’ll show you a home we purchased, initially to renovate and sell, however we ended up going 
a little bigger and added significant floatation all around the barge to make it more stable so that it would 
meet code. The biggest thing you have to look at before a renovation is checking the floatation. Many float 
homes are home-built, they can be rotten on the inside, and on the  bottom, so be sure your floatation is 
in good condition before you start adding quartz counter tops and other updates. You’ve got to make sure 
the house is stable. The marine surveys that we get done, especially in the Fraser River – don’t see anything 
beneath the water, and they really don’t know what is underneath, so make sure you have a good look at it 
and have good buoyancy. 

We look at every aspect of keeping the weight down in these houses, so we used plywood instead of oriented 
strand boar because it’s lighter and stiffer. We also went with TJIs (I-beams made from engineered wood that 
are lighter, longer and more stable than 2x4s) for the roof. 

The next phase is to wrap and seal the outside of the house. If you are going to be renovating your existing 
house and siding, you should consider wrapping the whole house in insulation first. That’s what we’re doing 
now as a requirement in a lot of the homes we build. Wrapping a house in a rigid insulation all the way 
around is like a warm sweater. It is incredible how much energy it saves when you do that to a wood frame 
home. At this stage also make sure that all penetrations are sealed, making sure that trim and windows, 
baseboards, wood sills at the bottom of the house, and anywhere that services enter the house are sealed 

up. This is extremely important in making your house more energy efficient.

Wood has been the traditional product in our industry for siding but we try to avoid it. 
We are moving to Hardy siding (cement based), metal panels and vinyl. Wood doesn’t 
handle the weather and wetness floating homes are exposed to, and, you can’t walk 
around your house and repaint it when you’re floating, it’s a real challenge. Think 
about other options that stand up to weather and require less maintenance. In an 
older home you may need to look at vinyl siding (for weight), the traditional old vinyl 
siding is not a pretty product but there are some new vinyl products, that although 
pricey, are attractive and many are Canadian made. In the house in this picture, we 
used wood-look metal soffits that require no maintenance.

In the design phase you want to consider the weight of any materials you are bringing 
into the home. Think about your interior finishes for the aesthetics and their weight. 
Quartz is the standard in our industry for counter tops, but it is extremely heavy. 
Remember to think about other finishes, for example a tile base for a shower is 
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extremely heavy, you may want to consider an acrylic base or walls, which is significantly lighter. You need to 
make sure when you’re working in an existing float home, even those with concrete floats like the ones Matt 
is building, that these houses are going to able to take the weight. 

A lot of the float homes that we see are 1,000 – 1,500 square foot tiny homes. In the renovations we suggest 
trying to find unique ways to maximize storage. For example, in one house we added shoe storage in a little 
gable off the kitchen and placed an on-demand hot water system in a little triangular room under the stairs. 

The last thing I want to talk about is rebates. There are a lot of opportunities for rebates when you are reno-
vating. We have a resident who is getting a rebate for switching to a heat pump. There are others for windows, 
insulation, doors, and BC Hydro, Fortis BC and the BC Government all have various rebate programs. Finally, 
always consider safety when you are renovating. Make sure that your cleats are solid on the deck and on the 
dock. If you hire a contractor, confirm that they have the proper liability insurance and that they are working 
safely on the docks. 

Matt Tobias Mark Wittig


